The quantum controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate is one of the fundamental building block for quantum information system that flips the target qubit state conditional on the control qubit being in the state . It enables the construction of any quantum computing circuits when combined with single-qubit gates[@b1]. A widely used linear optical CNOT gate[@b2][@b3] manipulating path qubits by path interference with multiple beam-splitters has been first realized by using free-space optical components[@b4] and subsequently using integrated waveguides[@b5]. By employing the polarization-encoded scheme, the gate can be significantly simplified by requiring only three polarization-dependent beam-splitters (PDBSs) and thus, results in further size reduction and improved stability by eliminating the phase-sensitive interference[@b6][@b7][@b8]. Recently, such simplified CNOT gate has been realized using the femtosecond-laser-written directional couplers with the precise control on the splitting ratio for the orthogonally polarized modes. The use of directional couplers requires quite long interaction length and thus, the overall dimension of the gate remains in a millimetre scale in order to gain independent control of the orthogonally polarized modes[@b9]. Hence, a more compact CNOT gate is yet to be explored for addressing the urgent needs in developing large-scale quantum information processing system.

In the following, we report the implementation of a hybrid PDBS by strategically combining the dielectric and plasmonic waveguide that each is dedicated to handle the TE (transverse electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) polarized mode all within the same component. With precisely design of the output slits, the polarization-encoded CNOT gate can be implemented using only single such PDBS with the significant size reduction of the overall device footprint to 14 × 14 μm^2^. The gate demonstrates the good quantum CNOT functionality with a high fidelity.

Results
=======

Classical characterization of the HW-based PDBS
-----------------------------------------------

The polarization-encoded CNOT gate[@b6][@b7][@b8] is schematically shown in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The core part of the gate is a PDBS (PDBS~0~) that allows 100% transmission of the TE polarized light and *ξ*/3 (2*ξ*/3) transmission (reflection) of the TM polarized light, where *ξ* is the total coefficient of the system. Auxiliary PDBSs (PDBSa), with transmittances (T) obeying *T*~TE~/*T*~TM~=1:2, are employed to balance the contributions from the two polarizations. We have employed the design of a hybrid waveguide (HW), namely dielectric-loaded surface plasmon polariton (SPP) waveguide, which supports both TM (SPP) and TE (photon) modes[@b10]. The SPPs have been proven to be a valid carrier of quantum information[@b11][@b12]. Recently, experiments have further verified the bosonic nature of SPPs via an on-chip non-classical interference[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17].

Our HW-based PDBS is presented in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The HW system is comprised of a 300-nm silver film covered with a 250-nm silica film, which is chosen to ensure that only the lowest TM mode (SPP) and the lowest TE mode are supported in the system (see [Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Note 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). The input couplers, gratings milled on the silver film by focused ion beam etching (Helios nanolab 600i, FEI), are utilized to couple the incident light into the waveguide modes. The *p*-polarized light with the electric field perpendicular to the gratings is coupled to the SPPs supported TM mode in the HW system, whereas the *s*-polarized light with the electric field along the gratings is coupled to the TE mode. The excited SPPs, with excellent directionality and beam quality[@b18], propagate along the metal surface. A 45° rotated grating milled on the silver surface 4.5 μm away from the input coupler works as an SPP beam-splitter whose transmittance and reflectance can be conveniently tailored by controlling its period, width and depth. For the convenience of extraction and measurement of the quantum information carried by the polarization-encoded waveguide modes, output couplers, five slits, located 4.5 μm away from the SPP beam-splitter are used to convert SPPs back into *p*-polarized light on the back side of the device. A scanning electron microscopy image of the sample configured on the surface of silver film is presented in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The output light is collected by a leaky mode microscopy system[@b10][@b18], in which an oil-immersed objective lens is used. The optical images of the back side of the device, with a *p*-polarized 785 nm laser illuminating each of the two input couplers, are shown in [Fig. 1d,e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. After carefully tuning parameters of the SPP beam-splitter, the PDBS can be fabricated with the measured transmittance/reflectance (*T*/*R*) ratios being 1:1.9 and 1:2.15, respectively, for different input gratings, commensurate with the ideal ratio 1:2 required (see [Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Note 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). The deviation between these *T*/*R* ratios may be due to the fabrication imperfections during focused ion beam etching.

On the other hand, the HW system also supports the lowest TE mode that can be excited by *s*-polarized light by sharing the same input couplers for SPPs. Owing to the obvious difference in wavelengths and field distributions between the TE mode and SPP, the SPP beam-splitter has little influence on the TE mode. This leads to a nearly unity transmittance of TE mode at the SPP beam-splitter, which satisfies the perfect transmission required in the CNOT gate. In this way, one can simultaneously manipulate the two polarized waveguide modes using the HW system. Moreover, the five slits of the output couplers not only can convert the TE mode back to *s*-polarized light for collection but also can be used to accurately tune the intensity of TE mode to 1/3*ξ* by precisely adjusting their parameters for balancing the contributions of the TE mode and SPP in the gate. Therefore, the two auxiliary PDBSs for TE mode attenuation used in the previously scheme can be removed and the architecture of the polarization-encoded CNOT gate based on HW system is further simplified to a single PDBS. As a result, in this work, the footprint of the polarization-encoded CNOT gate is reduced to only 14 × 14 μm^2^, which is two orders smaller than the implementations in dielectric waveguide system[@b5][@b9] and is much promising for future quantum photonic integration. The optical image of the back side of the device with *s*-polarized light illuminating on one input coupler is shown in [Fig. 1f](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The transmittances are 37%*ξ* and 35%*ξ* for input from the right and left gratings, respectively. Nearly zero reflection of the TE mode can be observed in both cases. As the results for the two input gratings are similar, here without loss of generality we only present the case of left grating input. The 45° alignment of the gate is employed for the convenience of separately collecting the photons at the two outputs.

The quantum characterization of the HW-based CNOT gate
------------------------------------------------------

The experimental setup is sketched in [Fig. 2.](#f2){ref-type="fig"} A pulsed 785 nm femtosecond laser from a Ti: Sapphire oscillator is frequency-doubled using a 2-mm-thick β-barium borate (BBO) crystal to obtain 392.5 nm pulses. These pulses then pump a 2-mm-thick type-II BBO crystal for generating collinear photon pairs with orthogonal polarizations. The quality of the photon-pair source can be characterized by using the two-photon Hong--Ou--Mandel (HOM) interference[@b19]. The coincidence of the HOM interference of the photon-pair source is shown in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The HOM dip with high visibility *V*=(*C*~max~−*C*~min~)/*C*~max~=95.2±0.7%, manifests its good quality for further quantum interference utilization[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17]. We then use this photon-pair source to characterize the PDBS we fabricated in the HW system. The orthogonally polarized photons, separated by a polarizing beam splitter, are collected with single-mode fibres and injected into the HW-based PDBS to excite SPPs with their polarizations both rotated to the *p*-polarization using the polarization controller 1. The excited SPPs interfere at the PDBS, with the best interference effect obtained by carefully controlling the temporal overlap in the delay line. The output SPPs are then coupled to the propagating wave by the output couplers and subsequently collected using an oil-immersed objective lens. The HOM interference of the SPPs on this HW-based PDBS is depicted in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The visibility of 72.4±3.1% has been observed, which is close to the theoretical value of 80% for an ideal 1:2 beam-splitter. The result also proves the bosonic nature of SPPs and demonstrates the good quality of SPPs as a quantum information carrier[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17].

We then carry out the measurement of the operation of the CNOT gate. We first consider the ***ZZ*** basis defined as , for the control qubit, and , for the target qubit. Note that we define the control and target qubits in different basis as the gate constructed in this work is, at its core, a controlled-Z gate for *s*- and *p*-polarization, which requires two Hadamard operations on the input and output of the target qubit to become to a CNOT gate. Here, these Hadamard operations are achieved by a basis redefinition of the target qubit. Under post-selection, that is, a successful twofold coincidence measurement on the two output ports, the CNOT gate succeeds with a probability of 1/9 (refs [@b2], [@b3]). To characterize the operation of this gate, we measured the output of the gate for each of the four possible input states: , , and , prepared by the polarization controller 1. The measured results for input--output operation probabilities, normalized by the sum of all coincidence counts obtained for each of the respective input states, is presented in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. The four correct output states corresponding to four input states are evident with high probabilities. Here, the probabilities of 88.3±8.3% and 88.7±8.4% for the input states and , respectively, are higher than those of 72.1±7.5% and 71.9±7.3% for and , respectively. The reason lies in that the non-classical interference relying on the overlap on the PDBS is required for the two latter input states, whereas it is not required for the two former input states. Some other non-zero probabilities can be attributable to the crosstalk between two polarizations from the scattering of the TM mode (SPP) into the TE mode in addition to the inaccuracy from the transmittance and reflectance of the PDBS. The average operation fidelity of the gate can then be obtained as *F*~*zz*~=80.3±7.9%. These results show that this HW-based gate can well present the quantum CNOT function.

We then consider the complementary diagonal ***XX*** basis given by , for the control qubit, and , for the target qubit. As shown in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the operation of the gate presents the correct output states , , , corresponding to the input states , , , , respectively, with high probabilities given by 89.9±9.1%, 90.6±9.2%, 75.7±6.1%, 77.6±6.5%, respectively. The average operation fidelity can be computed as *F*~*xx*~=83.5±7.7%. Then, the upper and lower bounds for the quantum process fidelity *F*~process~ of the gate can be obtained via *F*~*xx*~+*F*~*zz*~−1≤*F*~*process*~≤min\[*F*~*xx*~, *F*~*zz*~\][@b7]. Thus, the process fidelity of the HW-based quantum CNOT gate is 63.8±7.8%≤*F*~process~≤80.3±7.9%.

The CNOT gate can be used as an entangling gate, which produces a two-qubit entangled output state from a separable input state. The lower bound of the process fidelity also defines a lower bound of the entanglement capability of the gate, as the fidelity of entanglement generation is at least equal to the process fidelity[@b7]. In terms of the concurrence *C* that the gate can generate from the product state inputs, the minimal entanglement capability is given by *C*⩾2*F*~process~−1 (ref. [@b7]). As our experimental results show that the minimal process fidelity of the gate is 0.638, the lower bound of the entanglement capability can be *C*⩾0.276 consequently. We also produced a post-selected polarization entanglement from a separable input state (see [Supplementary Note 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). The high visibility also presents the good entangling function of the gate.

Discussion
==========

We finally discuss the integratabiltiy of this HW-based quantum logic gate. It seems that integratability of our gate suffers from the low photon counting rates due to high losses of the plasmonic component. The high loss also reduces the signal/noise of the quantum measurement results, which will affect the performance of the HW-based quantum logic gate. However, in the matter of fact, the loss is mainly brought from the conversion processes between the spatial light and waveguide modes (SPP and TE mode) at the input and output couplers of the PDBS. Such coupling loss could be reduced by improving the measurement setup and coupling approach after this proof-of-principle work, such as using tapered nano-fibre coupling[@b20] or single-mode fibre coupling[@b21]. Furthermore, in the future integrated quantum processor containing on-chip sources and detectors, such conversion processing is not necessary and the losses of conversion processes can thus be further reduced. At this time, the attenuation function of the output couplers for TE mode can easily be fulfilled by some alternative small structures, such as gratings milled on the loaded dielectric layer. In addition, considering the wavelength of 785 nm in our work, the theoretically predicted propagating length in dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide is more than 100 μm. It is sufficient for accommodating multiple logical elements in creating sophisticated quantum information processing system. For the telecom wavelength (around 1,550 nm), the loss can be further reduced, leading to the millimetre propagation length and a larger scale chip[@b22]. Therefore, the signal/noise ratio of the quantum measurement results will also increase. Besides, the phase-damping decoherence resulting from the index difference of the SPP and TE mode may also affect the integratability. As we discuss in the [Supplementary Note 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the coherence length can be further increased using a narrow-band photon-pair source, which meets the scalability requirement of the quantum chip. Consequently, we believe that, with the advanced nano-fabrication techniques[@b23], the functional elements based on HW system can be conveniently integrated onto a chip to realize diverse logical functions or algorithms, all done within an ultra-compact footprint.

Methods
=======

Polarization-encoded CNOT gate
------------------------------

The CNOT gate based on polarization-encoding is schematically shown in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The core part of the gate is a PDBS denoted as PDBS~0~ that perfectly transmits the TE polarized light and allows for 1/3 (2/3) transmission (reflection) of the TM polarized light. In practice, when the PDBS is leaky, the CNOT gate still works if the transmittance (*T*) and reflectance (*R*) for the TE and TM polarized lights satisfy *T*~TE~=*ξ*, *R*~TE~=0 and *T*~TM~=*ξ*/3, *R*~TM~=2*ξ*/3, respectively. *ξ* is related to the total loss including the conversion and propagation losses and so on. Auxiliary PDBSs (PDBSa), with *T*~TE~/*T*~TM~=1:2, are employed to balance the contributions from the two polarizations. For the input and the extraction of on-chip signals, the construction of a single CNOT gate calls for the input and output couplers ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) as used in this work. Here, *ξ* was estimated to be ∼1% from the experimental data in [Fig. 1d--f](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

Experimental setup
------------------

The experimental setup can be divided into three parts. The first part is the source: A 2.5 W pulsed 785 nm femtosecond laser from a Ti: Sapphire oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics Lasers) is frequency-doubled using a 2-mm-thick BBO crystal to obtain 392.5 nm pulses. The photon pairs with wavelength of 785 nm are then generated via spontaneous parametric down conversion in a 2-mm type-II BBO crystal pumped by these pulses. The photon pairs are filtered by a 10-nm interference filter with the central wavelength of 785 nm. The orthogonally polarized photon pairs are separated by a polarizing beam splitter and coupled to single-mode fibres. A delay line is inserted to control the temporal superposition of the photons. The polarization controller 1 (quarter wave plate+half wave plate+quarter wave plate+Glan prism) is used to compensate polarization transformations in the single-mode fibres and perform polarization unitary operations. The second part is the microscopy system, composed of the CNOT gate sample, an input objective (× 50, numerical aperture (NA)=0.4) used to excite different waveguide modes in the hybrid system, and an oil objective (× 100, NA=1.32) employed to collect the scattering light from the output slits of the gate. The final part comprises the collection and analysis apparatus, where photons scattering from the two outputs are separated by a triangular reflector placed at the image plane behind the oil objective. After selected by polarization controller 2 (half wave plate+Glan prism), the output photons are then delivered to the silicon avalanche photodiodes (Perkin Elmer) through multimode fibres and coincidence measurements are made at the single photon counting modules (SPCM, Becker & Hickl DPC-230).
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![Classical characterization of the HW-based CNOT gate.\
(**a**) A schematic of the simplified CNOT gate composed of three PDBSs as proposed in refs [@b7] and [@b8]. The photons enter the gate from the input couplers C~in~ (control) and T~in~ (target) and get out from the output couplers C~out~ and T~out~. (**b**) The sketch of the CNOT gate realized by the HW-based PDBS. (**c**) The scanning electron microscopy image of the PDBS on a metal film. The input coupler consists of two kinds of gratings: the working gratings having five grooves with depth *d*=30 nm, length *l*=5 μm, width *w*=200 nm and period *P=*540 nm, and the reflecting gratings with different specifics, *w*=100 nm and *P=*270 nm for high conversion efficiency. This approach aims to obtaining the high conversion efficiency from *p*-polarized light to SPP, in a direction-dependent way. The SPP reflecting grating comprises of three grooves with *d*=50 nm, *w*=100 nm and *P=*380 nm. The slits of the output coupler have *l*=5 μm, *w*=600 nm and *P=*830 nm. The scale bar denotes 4 μm. (**d**,**e**) The CCD images of the output setup with *p*-polarized light input from the left coupler (**d**) *p*-Polarized light input from the right coupler (**e**) and *s*-polarized light input from the left coupler (**f**) where the blue arrows mark the positions of input lights and their polarizations.](ncomms11490-f1){#f1}

![The experimental setup.\
The photon pairs at wavelength *λ*=785 nm are generated via type-II spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) in a 2-mm BBO crystal, pumped by 392.5 nm pulses frequency-doubled by a 785-nm femtosecond laser. A 10-nm interference filter (IF) with the central wavelength of 785 nm is used. Orthogonally polarized photon pairs are separated by a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) and coupled to single mode fibres (SMF). A delay line (DL) is inserted to control the temporal superposition of the photons. The polarization controller (PC1, quarter wave plate (QWP)+half wave plate (HWP)+QWP+Glan prism) is used to control the polarization of photons output from the fibres. A beam-splitter (BS) is employed for alignment of the two polarized beams. An input objective (× 50, NA=0.4) and an oil objective (× 100, NA=1.32) are used to excite the waveguide modes in the HW system and to collect the light from the sample, respectively. A triangular reflector is used to split the photons from the two outputs. After selected by polarization controller (PC2, HWP+Glan prism), the output photons are transmitted to the silicon avalanche photodiodes (APD) through multimode fibres (MMF) and coincidence measurements are made at the single photon counting modules (SPCM).](ncomms11490-f2){#f2}

![The HOM interference results.\
(**a**) The HOM interference pattern of the photon pairs of the source. (**b**) The HOM interference pattern of the SPP at the HW-based PDBS. Black dots are data and the red lines correspond to fitting curves. Error bars are drawn to represent one standard deviation from the Poisson distribution.](ncomms11490-f3){#f3}

![Characterization of the integrated gate.\
Measured operation probabilities of the CNOT gate on the computational ***ZZ*** (**a**) and the ***XX*** (**b**) basis, respectively.](ncomms11490-f4){#f4}
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